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The search for a thinking machine 

Adapted from BBC News, By Jane Wakefield Technology reporter, 17 September 2015. From the 
section Technology 

By 2050 some experts believe that machines will have reached human level intelligence. 
Thanks, in part, to a new era of machine learning, computers are already starting to assimilate 
information from raw data in the same way as the human infant learns from the world around 
her. It means we are getting machines that can, for example, teach themselves how to play com
puter games and get incredibly good at them (work ongoing at Google's DeepMind) and devices 
that can start to communicate in human-like speech, such as voice assistants on smartphones. 
Computers are beginning to understand the world outside of bits and bytes. 

Fei-Fei Li has spent the last 15 years teaching computers how to see, [ ... ] with an aim of 
ultimately creating the electronic eyes for robots and machines to see and, more importantly, 
understand their environment. 

Half of all human brainpower goes into visual processing even though it is something we all 
do without apparent effort. [ ... ] 11If you consider a child's eyes as a pair of biological cameras, they 
take one picture about every 200 milliseconds, the average time an eye movement is made. So by 
age three, a child would have seen hundreds of millions of pictures of the real world. That's a lot 
of training examples, 11 she added. She decided to teach computers in a similar way. 11 Instead of 



focusing solely on better and better algorithms, my insight was to give the algorithms the kind 
of training data that a child is given through experiences in both quantity and quality. 11 

Ba.ck in 2007, Ms Ll and a colleague sej, abou he mamrn Li ask of rting an <l la elling 
billion diverse and ra.ndom icnag(>~'l from t he in em t to offer exa.mples of the reaJ world for 

the computer - the theory bcio,g th t if the mar.bine smv enough pictures of something, a c&t for 
exampl , it would be able o rccoguise H in rnal Ufe. hey used er wdsomcing pi · forms uch as 
A.tna.zon' Mechanical Turk, calling n 501000 workers fron H>7 cow1tries to help label mill.ions 
of rru dom images of ea; pJ neAS and people. Eveatua.Uy Lbey built lmag; N t - data.base o 
15 million images a.cros 22, JOO clas e of objod;s organised by everyday English w rds. It hai 
become an inva.luabfo re ou ce used across tht wo Id by research scier1t ists att mpting to give 
computers vision. 

[ ... ] To teach the computer to recognise images, Ms Li and her t eam used neural networks, 
computer programs assembled from artificial brain cells that learn and behave in a remarkably 
similar way to human brains. A neural network dedicated to interpreting pictures has anything 
from a few dozen to hundreds, thousands, or even millions of artificial neurons arranged in a 
series of layers. Each layer will recognise different elements of the picture - one will learn that 
there are pixel_ in the picttn· , ano her layer will r-et; gnise differen~ in the coloun:1 1 a, third layer 
will determine its shape and so on. By the time it gets to the top layer - and today's neural 
networks can contain up to 30 layers - it can make a pretty good guess at identifying the image. 

At Stanford, the image-reading m ·hiue now wr'tes p rct y a.cc.urat captions for a whole 
range of images although it oe.s still ge things w ong - so for 1nstanc-e a pie ure of a baby 
holding a. toothbrtt h was wrongly la.b H d "a young t oy i:s hoJdi.ng a basebaU bat 11

• Despite ~ 
ecade f bard w rk [t. still onJ has th ~ vi 1aJ intelligence level fa lu.·ee-ye~-old , said rof Li. 

And, ut1like t dcUer) i doe.sn 1 yet understand con ·e.xt. nso ar, we have ta.ught the GOmpute 
to se obj cts or even tell us a simple tory when seeing a pictur ,11 Prof Li said. But when she 
asks it to assess a pi ;urc o her own son a.t a family celebratio the machi 1e lab ls i simply ~ 
11Boy standing next to a cake" . She added : "'i\Tha1 th comput.P.r docsn1t see is that t his is a. 
special HAlian cak€ t hat1

t1 only served during E er time. '1 

That is the next step for the laboratory - to get machines to understand whole scenes, human 
behaviours and the relationships between objects. The ultimate aim is to create 11 seeing 11 robots 
that can assist in surgical operations, search out and rescue people in disaster zones and generally 
improve our lives for the better, said Ms Li. 

The work into visual learning at Stanford illustrates how complex just one aspect of creating 
a thinking machine can be and it comes on the back of 60 years of fitful progress in the field. Back 
in 1950, pioneering computer scientist Alan Turing wrote a paper speculating about a thinking 
machine and the term 11 artificial intelligence 11 was coined in 1956 by Prof John McCarthy at a 
gathering of scientists in New Hampshire known as the Dar'tmouth Conference. 

After some heady days and big developments in the 1950s and 60s, during which both the 
Stanford lab and one at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology were set up, it became clear 
that the task of creating a thinking machine was going to be a lot harder than originally thought. 
There followed what was dubbed the AI winter - a period of academic dead-ends when funding 
for AI research dried up. 
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But, by the 1990s, the focus in the AI community shifted from a logic-based approach -
which basically involved writing a whole lot of rules for computers to fo,llow - to a statistical 
one, using huge datasets and asking computers to mine them to solve problems for themselves. 
In the 2000s, faster processing power and the ready availability of vast amounts of data created 
a turning point for AI and the technology underpins many of the services we use today. It allows 
Amazon to recommend books, Netflix to suggest movies and Google to offer up relevant search 
results. Smart little algorithms began trading on Wall Street - sometimes going further than they 
should, as in the 2010 Flash Crash when a rogue algorithm was blamed for wiping billions off 
the New York stock exchange. It also provided the foundations for the voice assistants, such as 
Apple's Siri and Microsoft's Cortana, on smartphones. 

At the moment such machines are learning rather than thinking and whether a machine 
can ever be programmed to think is debatable given that the nature of human thought has 
eluded philosophers and scientists for centuries. And there will remain elements to the human 
mind - daydreaming for example - that machines will never replicate. But increasingly they are 
evaluating their knowledge and improving it and most people would agree that AI is entering a 
new golden age where the machine brain is only going to get smarter. (1110 words) 

QUESTIONS 

1. COMPREHENSION 

Answer the following questions using your own words 

a. Why do researchers want to teach computers how to see? 

b. How has research on artificial intelligence evolved since the 1950s? 

c. Name two current applications of artificial intelligence. 

d. What are the limits of artificial intelligence? 

2. ESSAY (400 words, +/- 10%) 

In 2014, British physicist Stephen Hawking said : "The primitive forms of artificial intelligence 
we already have, have proved very useful. But I think the development of full Artificial Intelligence 
could spell the end of the human race." 

Should artificial intelligence be seen as a threat to humanity or as a major tool to improve 
our everyday lives ? 

* * 
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